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MANY STARTUPS AND ENTREPRENEURIAL DREAMS ARE BUILT AROUND THE 

BLOCKCHAIN, THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND BITCOINS   

   
By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: Several entrepreneurs and startups are trying to cash in with innovative solutions based on Blockchain Technology, the technology behind bitcoins, is now 

seen as having applications across wide range of areas, from financial services to land registries and healthcare records  any space where trust is important. Blockchain is a digital ledger of transactions that everyone 

in of transactions that everyone in the particular network can see.Its design makes for absolute trust in the data. No single user controls it, only intended users can view the data, and if there's any attempt to tamper 

with the data, it's immediately apparent.So it allows you to deal with people who you have ordinarily no reason to trust, and without having to go through a neutral third party or regulator. 

A new reality show -Dropout Pvt. Ltd.-will help dropouts form a start-up. Dropout Pvt. Ltd. airs every Saturday, starting tonight at 7 pm only on MTV. The number of youngster’s pursuing academic courses that 

don't interest them and continuing with jobs that don't excite them is on the rise. One of the main reasons for this is that they are afraid to drop out and get branded failures.But what if dropping out could mean 

getting an opportunity to make one's dreams come true? To help those who dropped out from the system to create their own destiny , MTV is launching a unique reality show, Dropout Pvt. Ltd. to make such 

people's entrepreneurial dreams come true. The show, which will see a start-up formed on television for the first time, will take viewers through the process of identifying and forming an ideal team with dropouts. 

They will then be groomed by a panel of masters -Sandeep Aggarwal, CEO & Founder of Droom.in, Anisha Singh, CEO & Cofounder Mydala.com, Alok Kejriwal, CEO & Co-founder of Games2Win, along with 

Raghu Ram and Rajiv Laxman, who have created and co-developed the show with MTV .According to  Ferzad Palia, Head, Youth, Music and English Entertainment, Viacom18 as  “India is brimming with young 

untapped energy keen on making ideas come to life. Through Dropout Pvt. Ltd., MTV aim to empower these youngsters to kick-start their entrepreneurial dreams.as “Entrepr eneurship is nothing without risk-

taking. It is the real test of one's conviction, confidence and courage, and the ones who take risks ultimately reach their destination. This show will be a great kick-starter for all the risk takers out there.“. 

A case study: According to press reports Saumya Gupta - From Being A Jobless Pilot To Creating A Rs.12 Crore Clothing Company.28 year old Saumya Gupta had dreamt of flying ever since she was a toddler. 

She attended her nursery interview with an aeroplane in her hand! After her 12th grade, she went to the U.S of A to do her pi lot’s training course and returned to India with aspirations of flying with a 

commercial airline. This was in 2008 when due to recession, many jobs were lost and recruitment in the airline industry was rather slow. The aviation sector was undergoing  a slowdown and getting a  job there 

was a challenge. Saumya shares “I was without a job for almost 15 months. It was a major setback for me mentally as the outside world didn’t understand that aviation was undergoing a slowdown and most 

people believed there was a problem with me as a person or perhaps I was incompetent. My parents were worried as a lot had be en invested in my pilot training course & I was still sitting at home”. After 

staying at home for a year, leading the teenager party life, her parents told Saumya that she had to support herself.  Reportedly Saumya says “Where ever I applied, I was rejected as I was not even a graduate 

since I had done my pilot’s training course after 12th grade. I took up a job at Talwalkars Gym as a receptionist for Rs.5000 /- but couldn’t do it for more than 7 days. I let that go & decided to join a call center 

where the salary was Rs.20000. I had no other option and was happy that finally I got a decent job”. The call center job wasn’t easy & was nowhere close to what  Saumya had dreamt of or aspired for. Working 

at odd hours in the night and sleeping during the day, against the normal body clock,  started taking a  toll on her. Saumya says “I was really fed up. I asked my parents if I could get a few garments & sell from 

home. They immediately agreed & supported my idea. I then bought 30 garments from a garments exporter and set up a small exhi bition in my tiny bedroom at home. She then started stocking  few garments 

in small boutiques across many cities and started selling under the label “Ten on Ten”. Her label became very popular on Facebook and her business idea gathered momentum.  When she found some stability 

in her business and revenues started flowing in, Saumya quit the call center job after a year and registered her company in 2011. 

Be your own boss .Create a startup and be your own boss .Let it be small or big be your own boss .A small seed can become big tree .You have to have passion commitment and good idea good networking skills .A 

start up need to have a well documented business plan investment strategy and including exit options to angel investors in the start itself aslater problem should noy crop up with founders. You should have good 

product and it should be in need and it should have better feature than other products. what is not working discontinue it .Scale it as demand grows .Do not ignore Marketing .Growth capital is very important but do 

not over raise the finance and hire good talent as an when it is required .Do not over pay as it will be very difficult to manage the start up.Time is everything .Be different find right investors and venture capitalists 

and not vulture capitalists. Raise money intelligently find the right people be sure and flexible .Do not ignore open source technology. Well documented code of conduct is very important for every employee.and 

directors of the startup.   Well defined Information technology is one of the biggest mass employers. Be different startup .Find unsolved problems of customers and solve it, everybody has problems. Many have many 

problems .Few problems are universal. Few problems are local few are national and few are international .Find unsolved problems. Companies succeed because they solve and understand the unsolved problem and 

come up with solutions that are very different from what others do. Put yourself in the customer's position; perhaps you would have experienced a pain point yourself. You may not fully understand the difficulty 

unless you experience it yourself .Develop deep customer insights. Secret of your success is in Passion, determination, vision, agility, team play, fund-raising skills.What exactly defines the DNA of a booming startup? 

What do some of the biggest names in the investment community look for in startups and entrepreneurs Clarity of vision Domain expertise? What key factors do successful entrepreneurs attribute to their triumph? 

Need to be understood diligently. IT major Infosys has reportedly increased the salary of its top executives but the base scale for entry-level software engineers has not changed for more than five years. The company 

started its higher salaries’ package to CEO Vishal Sikka who will get Rs 30 crore ($5.08 mn) annual pay package when compared to $23,000 (Rs 14 lakh) taken by his predecessor S D Shibulal.Infosys pays around Rs 

23-27,000 for entry-level software engineers with BE and Rs 12-15,000 for entry-level BSc fresher’s, according to sources. According to experts, starting salaries offered by other IT companies are in the same 

range. Information technology is one of the most important mass employers in the country today providing significant value   addition and employment creation. 

No matter where you are in life, keep on learning and you will succeed.  It is very important to understand that Some of the world's highest achievers have one thing in common: it isn’t a high IQ, nor is it an 

incredible lucky streak, but their appreciation for reading the Books were their most profitable investment. The wicked problem solver is special. They acquired knowledge or skill on their own initiative rather than 

through formal instruction or training. There are problems and then there are big problems and big can be wicked with extraordinary challenges that can overcome only through partnerships .  Companies have long 

cooperated within their ecosystems, working with suppliers, partners, customers, and even competitors. Wicked issues are different because traditional processes can’t resolve them; wicked problems often crop up 

when organizations have to face constant change or unprecedented challenges. Usually under that definition, a self taught person would use the resources you listed such as textbooks, online materials, videos, 

recorded lectures, uploaded worksheets/exams, and those free online courses that don’t include assistance. It may or may not also include assistance from online forums like physics forums, reddit, or 

stackexchance.Be your own boss .Create a startup and be your own boss .Let it be small or big be your own boss .A small seed can become big tree .You have to have passion commitment and good idea good 

networking skills .A start up need to have a well documented business plan investment strategy and including exit options to angel investors in the start itself aslater problem should noy crop up with founders. You 

should have good product and it should be in need and it should have better feature than other products. what is not working discontinue it .Scale it as demand grows .Do not ignore Marketing .Growth capital is very 

important but do not over raise the finance and hire good talent as an when it is required .Do not over pay as it will be very difficult to manage the start up.Time is everything .Be different find right investors and 

venture capitalists and not vulture capitalists. Raise money intelligently find the right people be sure and flexible .Do not ignore open source technology. Well documented code of conduct is very important for every 

employee.and directors of the startup.   Well defined Information technology is one of the biggest mass employers. Be different startup .Find unsolved problems of customers and solve it, everybody has problems. 

Many have many problems .Few problems are universal. Few problems are local few are national and few are international .Find unsolved problems. Companies succeed because they solve and understand the 

unsolved problem and come up with solutions that are very different from what others do. Put yourself in the customer's position; perhaps you would have experienced a pain point yourself. You may not fully 

understand the difficulty unless you experience it yourself .Develop deep customer insights. Secret of your success is in Passion, determination, vision, agility, team play, fund-raising skills.What exactly defines the 

DNA of a booming startup? What do some of the biggest names in the investment community look for in startups and entrepreneurs Clarity of vision Domain expertise? What key factors do successful entrepreneurs 

attribute to their triumph? Need to be understood diligently. Information technology is one of the most important mass employer in the country today providing significant value   addition and employment creation. 
Coding is one of the hottest skills on the tech market. According to a recent survey from Burning Glass, programming jobs are growing 12 percent faster than the average. According to the survey, in 2015 there were 

seven million job openings that required coding skills . 

This is a solid path for those of you who want to complete a Computer Science course on your own time, for free, with courses from the best universities in the World.In our opinion the curriculum, we gave and will give 

preference to MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) style courses because those courses were created with self  learning in mind.Internet is biggest class room biggest University biggest library biggest research 

center. This can be used for self learning.You certainly do not need a university to learn in this modern age, universities are now boxes you put money and time into and get a network and a certificate out of. Self-

taught in any field is just as good as academic study, provided it produces the necessary result. Before you earn a PhD, you can rely to some extent on other people to teach you things. After you finish a PhD, almost 

everything you learn past that point will be self-taught. There are many people who never went to school but they are masters in their business . They study at self taught University. That is what a PhD is all about in 

the most fundamental sense; it is learning how to learn about just about anything you need to learn. Once you pass that point, you will rarely be able to find a teacher for anything you want to learn, so it all becomes 

self-taught learning. Reportedly When Steve Siebold was a broke college student, his quest to become rich began with one interview — with a millionaire, he told US News & World Report. Since then, he's 

interviewed more than 1,200 of the world's wealthiest people over the past three decades and become a self-made millionaire himself.In his research, he noticed a pastime the rich have in common: They self-educate 

by reading."Walk into a wealthy person's home and one of the first things you'll see is an extensive library of books they've used to educate themselves on how to become more successful," Siebold writes. "The middle 

class reads novels, tabloids, and entertainment magazines.".Rich people would rather be educated than entertained. 

Case Study: From $2 to $20 billion Two teenage boys found employment at a grocery store in Omaha, Nebraska. The older boy, from a poor family devastated by the Great Depression, bred and sold hamsters for 

spare change. The younger boy, grandson of the store owner, had been delaying college and working odd jobs, like selling chewing gum and coke bottles door to door. Back then, each boy made about $2 a day. Just a 

few decades later, they’d be raking in $20 billion in profit per year with their conglomerate, Berkshire Hathaway. Who were these boys? None other than Charlie Munger and Warren Buffett. How did they become 

the most successful investors America has ever seen? Buffett spends 80% of his day reading Fastrack to 2007, the 84 year-old Charlie Munger, reveals to a crowd of aspiring law students the secrets to their success: 

“I constantly see people rise in life who are not the smartest, sometimes not even the most diligent, but they are learning machines. They go to bed every night a little wiser than they were when they got up and boy 

does that help, particularly when you have a long run ahead of you.” Supposedly, in the early days of Buffett’s investment career, he would read 600-1000 pages in a single day. Nowadays, he still dedicates 80% of his 

day to reading. His takeaway for everyone: no matter where you are in life, keep on learning and you will succeed. Work smart, According to financial adviser Ric Edelman, in order to ensure future wealth, you 

must equally work hard and smart. One way, he suggests, to do that is to invest your money in the stock market or a retirement fund. “You can do this without taking a huge amount of risk, without a lot of effort, 

and without spending a lot of time,.Put emphasis on earning, Another way to work smart? Increase your earnings, not just your savings.“The masses are so focused on clipping coupons and living frugally, they miss 

major opportunities,“ reportedly said Siebold .There's no need to abandon practical saving strategies. However, if you want to start thinking like the rich, stop worrying about running out of money and focus on how 

https://tenontenclothing.com/
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to make more. A common thread among millionaires is that they develop multiple streams of income and adopt smart savings habits .don't be content with a steady paycheck ,Average people choose to get paid based 

on time -on a steady salary or hourly rate -while rich people choose to get paid based on results and are self-employed.“It's not that there aren't world-class performers who punch a time clock for a paycheck. But for 

most, this is the slowest path to prosperity, promoted as the safest,“ said Siebold. “The great ones know self employment is the fastest road to wealth.“While the world-class continue starting businesses and building 

fortunes, “The masses almost guarantee themselves a life of financial mediocrity by staying in a job with a modest salary and yearly pay raises,“ he added.Note that  “everyone has the same opportunity to acquire 

wealth,“ says self-made millionaire Steve Siebold.But not everyone seizes the opportunity. Be out of comfort zone if you want to build wealth, be successful, or get ahead in life, you're going to have to get used to 

uncertainty or discomfort. Overcoming fear and taking calculated risks are the key elements to achieving success.“World class thinkers learn early on that becoming a millionaire isn't easy and the need  for comfort 

can be devastating. They learn to be comfortable while operating in a state of ongoing uncertainty,“ said Siebold. Pursue your own dream.If you want to be successful, you have to love what you do -that means 

pursuing your passion.Too many people make the mistake of chasing someone else's dream -such as their parents' -explains Thomas C Corley, who spent five years researching self-made millionaires.“When you 

pursue someone else's dreams or goals, you may eventually become unhappy with your chosen profession,“ he said. “Your performance and compensation will reflect it.“ One of the most effective ways to earn more 

money over time is to invest it, and the earlier you start, the better.You don't have to be an expert about personal finance or use fancy economic jargon to start investing. You don't have to come from an affluent 

family, and you don't even have to earn a massive paycheck. Start by investing in your retirement savings or a low-cost target date fund and you'll see huge returns in the long run. Don’t buy things you simply can't 

afford .If you live above your means, you won't get rich. Even if you start earning more or get a hefty raise, don't use that as a justification to give yourself a lifestyle raise.  

Reportedly at 75, technocrat and serial inventor Sam Pitroda swears by just one mantra -excitement stems from new knowledge. The entrepreneur feels there's a need to set up innovation-oriented universities in 

India and to make students self-learners. At the University of British Columbia  a boy was  mentored. The boy decided to give up formal studies after class 10. Today, he has authored books on quantum physics and 

space, which have been prefaced by Nobel laureates. It is reported that the  boy  is a teacher. He doesn't have a lucrative job at a big company . We need to find motivation from within to be able to do whatever we 

want. The biggest issue we are dealing with is how to make children in India self-learners. The internet is rife with information, and has undoubtedly become one of our greatest resources for learning and self 

teaching . Instead of referencing an encyclopedia, we now hit up Google instead. To say the internet has changed the face of education reportedly When Steve Siebold was a broke college student, his quest to become 

rich began with one interview — with a millionaire, he told US News & World Report. Since then, he's interviewed more than 1,200 of the world's wealthiest people over the past three decades and become a self-

made millionaire himself.In his research, he noticed a pastime the rich have in common: They self-educate by reading."Walk into a wealthy person's home and one of the first things you'll see is an extensive library 

of books they've used to educate themselves on how to become more successful, (and now internet has became biggest library on earth)." Siebold writes. "The middle class reads novels, tabloids, and entertainment 

magazines.".Rich people would rather be educated than entertained. Few organization and universities provide Self-taught courses are provided to meet the needs of people who: cannot attend (or wait for) formal 

taught courses would like to work at their own pace would like to supplement instructor led training would like to in some cases review more topics or advanced topics that are not offered by instructor led courses 

and these organization and universities provide certifications.Today everybody is trying to turn into an entrepreneur .  

The ERP next is business management system for entrepreneurs . ERPNext is a comprehensive and affordable ERP solution containing modules that allow small and medium businesses to manage planning, 

budgeting, inventory and supply chain management, accounting and human resources. ERPNext is open source software written in Python, JavaScript and MySQL. Some of ERPNEXT’s key features 

include:Completely web-based Managing sales and sales teams Purchasing, inventory Invoicing, payments  Tasks, payroll with email, SMS.Ease of use: ERPNext is an interesting ERP web app because it takes the 

complexity out of ERP and is much more affordable than most of its competitors. The problem facing many companies nowadays is that a proper ERP system is very expensive and difficult to implement.This is 

where ERPNext is very different from most ERPs. Unlike many ERP systems, ERPNext is open-source and is designed for small to medium-sized businesses. It is based on wnframework, which was built primarily 

for the system itself but also features plenty of customization options.Customer Service: Retail Multi-store retail business can track inventory, sales, billing, warranties, returns and much more across all their 

stores.Distribution Keep track of inventory, sales, serial numbers, batches across locations and warehouses. Manage billing, expenses and purchasing.Services Consultancies and service providers (software 

companies) can manage billing, accounting, projects, support online.Features :Selling: Lead, Opportunity, Quotation, Rates Taxes Terms and Conditions, Sales Order, DiscountsBuying: Purchase Request, Supplier 

Quotation, Purchase Order .Managing Inventory: Purchase Receipt, Rejections, Quality Inspections, UOM Conversions, Currency Conversions, Delivery Note, Stock Entry, Sub-Contracting, Serial 

Numbers..Reportedly success is a subjective notion, if there ever was one. Increase your confidence by taking action. Broaden your definition of authenticity. Improve your social skills. Train yourself to delay 

gratification. Demonstrate passion and perseverance for long-term goals. Embrace a "growth mindset." Invest in your relationships. These are the scientific seven ways to achieve better success in your life and 

venture and entrepreneurship. Check out the findings from several studies, which shine a light on what it takes to achieve more in life as cited. 

        

 

 

 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and 

years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i .e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 


